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						Fine Bespoke Tailoring

						Find out more about our Bespoke Service
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			Handcrafted in England

			

			Handmade to order using traditional tailoring techniques, we ensure each garment fits perfectly and will last for years to come. Read More
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			Real Customers, Real Style

			

			We like to keep a record of real customers wearing real suits that we have made. Click here to see some examples of our work.See More Styles
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			Savile Row by Scooter

			

			We can bring our personal tailoring service to you, wherever is convenient, with our fleet of custom Vespas. Find Out More

			
			

		





		
		
		
		
			

		
		
			

		
		
			

				
		
		


		

	


	

	
	





Bespoke Suits & Tailoring |Quintessentially British | Wedding Suit & Shirts.

Henry Herbert Tailors - Quintessentially British tailors, making bespoke suits, handmade shirts & overcoats. British tailoring at affordable prices. Telephone to make an appointment. 
Bespoke Suit | London Tailor

Henry Herbert are bespoke tailors, offering bespoke tailoring to the highest standards of Savile Row. London is the gold standard of bespoke suits. But we know it is not always easy to make appointments in a busy work week and so, if you are looking for the finest bespoke suits and bespoke shirts, try our Savile Row by Scooter visiting tailor service. Our London tailors are trained to help find your perfect style and fit, using the finest bespoke suit and shirt fabrics. Find out more about the history of bespoke tailoring.




		
							


    
        
                    

                
                    
                        
                            
                            Yet another fantastic suit with Charlie and Alexander of Henry Herbert Tailors! Attention to detail, factoring in how my older suits currently fit, have resulted in me being a happy client once again. It should be noted that Charlie and Alexander also provide an excellent aftercare service to my older suits. The customer attention does not end once they hand over the finished product to you - it is ongoing. I think I would like to give their shirts a try now!read more
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                            Really happy with the suit I ordered. Great service form Alexander who made sure it fitted just right. Wouldn’t hesitate to recommend.read more
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                            Great firm, had many great pieces made over the years still going strong... service is also above and beyond.
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                            Impeccable service. Helpful advice. Highly recommended.
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                            Never had a tailored garment before but decided to treat myself to a morning suit for my wedding - very happy I went with Henry Herbert. Service was top notch, they went out of their way making sure the fittings had virtually no disruption to my day. Massive choice of materials ranging from traditional to something a bit different, so you can get exactly the look you're after and a suit that is completely unique to you. The quality and fit is excellent and made me feel even more special on the big day. Thanks Charlie and the team.read more
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                            There are two things that really set Henry Herbert’s apart. Firstly the quality of the tailoring. I’ve just had my wedding suit made and couldn’t be happier with the outcome - Charlie worked tirelessly to ensure every detail was arranged. And secondly, the personal service that makes the whole tailoring process a complete delight and thoroughly enjoyable experience from the customer perspective. I can not recommend Charlie and the team highly enough and I’ll certainly be back in the future.read more
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                            Incredibly good service and the end results were amazing. I had a custom made velvet smoking jacket made from just a photo I found - it/I looked amazing. Just dreaming up what to order next!read more
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			Contact

			020 7837 1452

			

			Email Henry Herbert

			Visit or write to us at:

			8 Lamb's Conduit Passage,
London, WC1R 4RG

			For more information on how to find us, click here
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        Bespoke Suits

Bespoke suits, hand tailored to perfection; we have an extensive range of fabrics to make the bespoke suit you want: wools, cottons, linens, silks, mohair's and other fabric designs. We can hand tailor your bespoke suit to your own customised design. Your perfectly tailored bespoke suit is only a few simple steps away.

 
    

    
        			Bespoke Shirts

Bespoke shirts have a long history and tradition on Savile Row. Henry Herbert Tailors make perfectly fitting bespoke shirts and offer a bespoke shirt fit guarantee. As London tailors, we offer the finest selection of Egyptian cottons and high quality shirting fabrics. Our bespoke shirts are handmade to the highest standard of English tailoring.




		


 
    

    
        			Morning Suits

Bespoke morning suits and wedding morning suits are still a popular wedding suit choice. Two piece or three piece, our bespoke morning suits are made from the finest British fabrics. Henry Herbert's morning suits are handmade in England and are perfectly fitting, for the perfect wedding day.


		


 
    

    
        			Wedding Suits

Wedding suits can be used as a working or special occasion suit after your wedding and are a popular wedding suit choice. Our perfectly fitting wedding suits are handmade in England and use the finest British suit fabric. Our bespoke wedding suits are made to the highest Savile Row standards.


		


 
    




	












Subscribe to the Henry Herbert Newsletter
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